
Staying True to Original Aspiration during 30-Year Development and Forging Ahead with Concerted Efforts

Development Report of the Shanghai Natural
Rubber Futures and Derivat ives Markets



Natural rubber, oil, steel, and coal are four major industrial raw materials 
and important strategic resources indispensable for national defense and 
industry development across the world. According to the statistics of the 
Association of Natural Rubber Producing Countries (ANRPC), in 2022, the 
global natural rubber output was up 1.90% year-on-year to 14,344,000 
metric tons, and the consumption rose by 1.90% year-on-year to 
14,802,000 metric tons. China, the world’s largest natural rubber consum-
er and importer, consumes over one-third of the world’s total. In 2022, 
China posted 5,930,000 metric tons of natural rubber consumption, or 40% 
of the global consumption, and 860,000 metric tons of production, or 6% of 
the world’s output, including 110,000 metric tons of TSR20. 

In March 1993, the natural rubber futures was listed in Shanghai. Under the 
leadership of the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) and with 
vigorous support from all market participants, the Shanghai Futures Ex-
change (SHFE) has established a modern natural rubber futures and deriv-
atives system with Chinese characteristics after 30 years of development. 
This system features the futures products as the mainstay and the deriva-
tives and a well-developed standard warrant trading platform as two sup-
porting lines, and connects the domestic and overseas markets. Function-
ing effectively, this system has played a positive role in the stable develop-
ment of China’s economy, in serving the Belt & Road Initiative, and in the 
formation of a new development paradigm.
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The natural rubber futures was listed for trading.

The trading unit of natural rubber futures contracts was adjusted from 5 metric tons per lot to 

10 metric tons per lot, executed from the contract of RU1208.

The unit of natural rubber futures standard warrant was adjusted from 5 metric tons to 10 

By the end of August, 2011, four leading domestic natural rubber producers, namely China 

all traded in the futures market.

SHFE joined the China Natural Rubber Association (CNRA) as the vice president. 

SHFE joined the China Rubber Industry Association (CRIA) as a Presidium member.

Continuous trading was formally extended to natural rubber futures.

-

ect on a pilot basis.

The pilot program of industry support through OTC natural rubber options was introduced.

Natural rubber options were listed, while introducing 6 market makers in the first round.

Natural rubber standard warrants were listed for trading on the SHFE OTC Platform (formerly 

SHFE Standard Warrant Trading Platform).

TSR20 futures, a natural rubber futures product fully accessible to overseas investors, was 

listed for trading on INE.

A total of 14 market makers were introduced for natural rubber futures, greatly improving the 

continuity of the trading contracts.

lots (counted as one-sided, the same below) and the turnover of RMB 363.329 billion.

Extended natural rubber warrants were listed for trading on the SHFE OTC Platform (formerly 

SHFE Standard Warrant Trading Platform).

The SHFE OTC Platform (formerly SHFE Standard Warrant Trading Platform) rolled out the 

service of pledge with extended natural rubber warrants.

The name of the pilot program of industry support through OTC natural rubber options was 

Construction of a multi-dimensional product structure for natural rubber
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The internationalization of the Shanghai Natural Rubber Futures

Several Opinions of the State Council on Boosting the High-level Opening-up and 

High-quality Development of the Comprehensive Bonded Zones (No. 3 [2019] of the State 

The China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) issued the Approval for the Listing and 

Trading of TSR20 Futures on the Shanghai International Energy Exchange, and identified 

TSR20 futures as a specified domestic futures product (i.e. an international product accessi-

ble to overseas investors).

TSR20 futures, a natural rubber futures product fully accessible to overseas investors, was 

listed for trading on INE.

In merely eight trading days after the listing of TSR20 futures, the cumulative turnover of 

TSR20 futures exceeded RMB 10 billion yuan.

A total of 15 market makers were introduced for TSR20 futures, greatly improving the conti-

nuity of the trading contracts.

TSR 20 futures’ first batch of bonded standard warrants totaling 201.6 MT were verified by 

CCIC Shandong and officially generated at the bonded delivery storage facility of Qingdao 

Port International Logistics Co., Ltd. in the Qingdao Area of China (Shandong) Pilot Free 

Trade Zone. The underlying commodities of these standard warrants were produced by the 

The first batch of bonded standard warrants for domestic TSR20 totaling 201.6 MT were offi-

in Haikou Comprehensive Bonded Area in Hainan Free Trade Port. It was the first time that do-

mestic products participated in the bonded futures market. The underlying commodities of 

The Ministry of Finance and the State Taxation Administration jointly issued the Announce-

ment on VAT Policies for Supporting the Opening-up of Commodity Futures Markets, with a 

view to encouraging the opening-up of the commodity futures markets.

INE successfully carried out the transfer of TSR20 commodities to a different customs district 

after bonded delivery, helping connecting the bonded futures market to the spot market.

-

land, Malaysia and other countries and regions.

Leading enterprises of the natural rubber industry at home and abroad, such as Thai Hua 

-

dao Sentury Tire Co, Ltd., Zhejiang Yongan Capital Management Co., Ltd. and Zhejiang 

Zheqi Industrial Co., Ltd. signed an MOU to adopt the price of INE TSR20 futures as the pric-

ing benchmark for spot trade.
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by over 900 domestic and overseas investors from countries and regions such as Singapore, 

Bonded delivered TSR 20 commodities were successfully exported through the China-Eu-

rope Express Train, which extended both the price and delivered commodities to the Europe-

an market.

Rubber Summit 2021 for the overseas marketing of natural rubber futures. This event was 

attended by relevant government departments, industry associations, producers, trading 

companies, international tyre enterprises, financial institutions, and research institutes of 

major global natural rubber producing countries and regions. 

contracts of cross-border rubber trades based on the INE TSR20 futures price.

-

ing benchmark) aimed to support rubber production and aid enterprises.

Fifteen leading domestic and overseas companies in the natural rubber industry signed the 

MOU for cooperation between futures and spot markets, agreeing to reference the INE 

TSR20 futures price in domestic and cross-border purchase and supply of TSR20.

INE co-hosted the online World Rubber Summit 2022 with the International Rubber Study 

Physical trade of natural rubber that references INE TSR20 futures price has grown signifi-

cantly in volume, to close to 1,400,000 metric tons, amounting to over RMB 15 billion and rep-

resenting 26% of China’s natural rubber import volume.

INE’s TSR20 futures registered the record single-day trading volume of 119,900 lots and 

the turnover of RMB 12.881 billion.

Bonded TSR20 standard warrants were listed for trading on the SHFE OTC Platform.

INE’s TSR20 futures registered the record single-day open interest of 118,200 lots.
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Performance of Natural Rubber 
Futures and Derivatives Markets

Under the leadership of the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) and with

and the reference for relevant government authorities and industry associations to make 

Price Movement of RU Futures, TSR20 Futures, and TSR20 Spot

SHFE-RU Natural Rubber INE-NR TSR Spot Price



ments for domestic and overseas investors and help avoid the operational risks arising from 

Annual Trading Volume and Year-end Open Interests of SHFE Natural Rubber Futures (2000-2022) 

Open Interest

adjusted from 5 metric tons per lot to 10 metric tons per lot starting from the contract RU1208.

Annual Trading Volume Year-End Open Interests(Right Axis)

Trading Volume Open Interests



Inventory Volumes of SHFE RU and INE TSR20 Futures 
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TSR20 Futures Delivery (Aug. 2019-Feb. 2023)

Cumulative Delivery Volume 
(10,000 MT)

38.68

Cumulative Delivery Value
 (RMB 100 million)

39.41

RU Futures Delivery (May 1999-Feb. 2023)

Cumulative Delivery Volume
 (10,000 MT)
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Cumulative Delivery Value 
(RMB 100 million)

514.37
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Under the leadership of CSRC and with strong support of various market participants, 
SHFE, committed to the development of the natural rubber derivatives market, has been 
pursuing orderly market operation and optimized its product lineup through innovations. 
With these efforts, SHFE presented notable achievements at the 30th anniversary of the 
listing of RU futures.

Staying true to its original aspirations and missions, SHFE will continue to focus on product 
innovation, contract rule optimization, and higher international influence, with a view to 
building a modern natural rubber derivatives system with Chinese characteristics. The 
focus will be on the following four areas. First, SHFE will continue to diversify product offer-
ings with future products as the mainstay and the derivatives and a well-developed stan-
dard warrant trading system as two supporting lines. It will launch TSR20 options to pro-
vide comprehensive support to the natural rubber industry in all aspects. Second, SHFE 
will, in light of market demand and outstanding problems, continue to improve products, 
upgrade market rules and contract specifications, and ensure more efficient market oper-
ation and better services, to cater to the actual needs of market participants. Third, SHFE 

to improving rubber production and providing more support to producers (service pricing 
benchmark). We will cement the exchange and collaboration with overseas institutions. 
Fourth, giving priority to stable industry and supply chain, SHFE will embrace deeper and 
wider participation of domestic and overseas commodity producers, consumers and 
distributors in the futures market, to better serve the high-quality development of the nat-
ural industry and the real economy.




